
Authentic, skillfully hand-crafted tile made in 
America using old world techniques . . .

COUNTRY HOME



Cattail Brown Dove Lichen Green

Morel Morning White Mushroom

Pheasant Green Quail Grey Robin’s Egg Blue

Country Home tiles echo the 
seasons with a rich palette of colors 
and decoratives inspired by warm 
summer days, a garden path, the fall 
harvest and a cozy cabin. Soft hues 
and matte glazes reminiscent of the
early Arts & Crafts movement.
The Epro difference - Since 1963 Epro Tile has quietly 
yet meticulously used old world techniques to produce 
authentic, hand-crafted tile. Today while automated 
assembly lines and imports flood the marketplace with 
mundane machine made tile, Epro remains one of 
America’s premier handcrafted tile manufacturers.

American Craftsmanship - The most distinguishing 
characteristic of Epro tile is a byproduct of our 
manufacturing process. Because each tile is made 
individually, no two tiles are alike. Each is an original. 
That means each installation is,  indeed, a unique 
work of art, which adds to the quality and value 
that define any handcrafted product.

TILE SIZES: 2”× 2”, 3”× 3”, 4”× 4”, 6”× 6”, 8”× 8”, 12”× 12”; 3”× 6”, 2 5/8”x 8”, 4”× 8”, 6”× 12”, 
Hexagon; 4”, 6”, 12” -  Octagon; 6”, 8”, 12” -  Pentagon; 6”, 8”, 12”  -  Sizes available in all colors



Epro Tile is located amid the clay rich region of Ohio and makes 
ecologically inert ceramic wall and floor tiles. We are proud of the 
way we treat the environment by using clays sourced within 100 

miles of our facility that are then minimally processed from their 
natural state through to the finished product. 

We recycle a waste product of coal-fired electricity 
production into the body of many of our unglazed tiles. 

Additionally, we reclaim our own liquid waste glaze residue and 
our scrap clay and put it back into our clay body, which makes our 
already dense clay body all the more durable. Heat captured from 
our kilns is used to dry our tiles prior to firing, as well as heat 
much of our plant during cooler months. These measures not 
only help maintain the environment, but eliminate several items 

from the waste stream. 

Even our off grade tiles are stacked in our yard and picked 
over endlessly by residential and commercial users alike to create 
their own individual masterpieces so they never end up in a landfill. 
The recycled use of post-industrial materials in our tiles, the low 
impact manufacturing methods we use, the products we make 
with abundant, local raw materials, and the reclamation of 
much of our own waste, help us achieve our goal to keep our 
environment clean and safe.



Comfortable, casual with a touch of elegance, Epro’s Country Home tiles 
capture your sense of style.  



S u m m e r  D a y
The lazy days of summer leave the spirit free and the mind relaxed. 

The Summer Day collection captures the essence of the season 
with graceful, fragrant herbs, sun drenched leaves and trailing ivy. 

Bring summer into your home and celebrate life’s 
simple pleasures everyday.

G a r d e n  P a t h
Country Home Garden Path collection brings the beauty of the 

season indoors. The tiles combine the subtlety of a single bloom with the 
vivid energy in the pansy’s plentiful blossoms. With a breath of fresh air 

and a promise of new life, this collection spills the sumptuousness of 
spring into your home.

Spring Flowers

Pansy

Canterbury Bells

Cosmos

Lily of the Valley

Daffodil

Dill

Lavender

Thyme

Basil

Mint

Summer Leaf
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P o l y c h r o m e P o l y c h r o m e

M o n o c h r o m e M o n o c h r o m e

Polychrome decos and borders are a fixed palette of colors available in Morning White, Dove, 
Mushroom, and Pheasant Green backgrounds only. For example, all Daffodil decos have a yellow 
flower with green leaves and stems.

Morning White Dove Mushroom

detail 
enlargement

detail 
enlargement

Lattice wall border
21/4″× 6″

Lattice floor border
3″× 8″

detail 
enlargement

detail 
enlargement

4″× 4″
Wall Decos

4″× 4″
Wall Decos

4″× 4″
Wall Decos

4″× 4″
Wall Decos

Lattice floor deco
4″× 4″

Braid wall border
21/4″× 6″

Summer floor border
3″× 8″

Summer floor deco
4″× 4″

Spring Leaf wall border
21/4″× 6″

Lattice wall border
21/4″× 6″Lattice floor border

3″× 8″

Lattice floor deco
4″× 4″

Summer Leaf wall border
21/4″× 6″

Braid wall border
21/4″× 6″

Summer floor border
3″× 8″

Summer floor deco
4″× 4″

Pheasant Green

Spring Leaf wall border
21/4″× 6″

Summer Leaf wall border
21/4″× 6″



H a r v e s t
Never has a tile collection so perfectly captured the magic of a crisp fall 

day. The Country Home collection pairs the majestic colors of falling leaves 
with an occasional blossom and plentiful acorns. Reminiscent of 

glorious hues swirled together by gentle winds, the collection graces 
your home with warmth and comfort.
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Acorn wall border
21/4″× 6″

Fall Leaf wall border
21/4″× 6″

Fall Leaf floor border
3″× 8″

Fall leaf floor deco
4″× 4″

Winter wall border
21/4″× 6″

Winter floor border
21/4″× 6″

4″× 4″
Wall Decos

4″× 4″
Wall Decos

4″× 4″
Wall Decos

4″× 4″
Wall Decos

Winter wall border
21/4″× 6″

Winter floor border
21/4″× 6″

Acorn wall border
21/4″× 6″

Fall Leaf wall border
21/4″× 6″

Fall Leaf floor border
3″× 8″

Fall leaf floor deco
4″× 4″

C a b i n
Imagine blending the beauty and serenity of a snow-coated world with 

the joyous hustle and bustle of seasonal festivities. Winter is about 
cuddling up under a favorite quilt and reading a great book in front 

of a crackling fire. The Cabin collection brings all of winter’s 
grandeur into your home.

Polychrome decos and borders are a fixed palette of colors available in Morning White, Dove, 
Mushroom, and Pheasant Green backgrounds only. For example, all Daffodil decos have a yellow 
flower with green leaves and stems.

Morning White Dove Mushroom Pheasant Green

detail 
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detail 
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P o l y c h r o m e P o l y c h r o m e

M o n o c h r o m e M o n o c h r o m e



Moose

Paddles

Canoe

Bear

Winter  wall deco

Winter floor deco

Polychrome decos and borders are a fixed palette of colors available in Morning White, Dove, 
Mushroom, and Pheasant Green backgrounds only. For example, all Daffodil decos have a yellow 
flower with green leaves and stems.

Country Home tiles, color Morel



Bar Liner Pencil Liner Quarter Round Ogee

S p e c i a l  S h a p e s

T r i m

2″ × 2″
3″ × 3″
4″ × 4″
3″ × 6″

25/8″ × 8″

4″ × 8″
6″ × 6″
8″ × 8″

6″ × 12″
12″ × 12″

2″ × 2″
3″ × 3″
4″ × 4″
3″ × 6″

25/8″ × 8″

4″ × 8″
6″ × 6″
8″ × 8″

6″ × 12″
12″ × 12″

Bullnose Bullnose Corner

4″ V-Cap 6″ V-Cap V-Cap Corner

ThinsetMudset
3″

21/8″

1″ × 6″ 7/8″ × 6″ 17/8″ × 6″ 25/8″ × 6″

3″

21/8″

TECH NOTES
Because our tile is handcrafted, it is not possible to install Epro 
Tile with the precision normally practiced with machine made 
tile. In fact, your installation’s non-uniform appearance, surface 
imperfections, or fingerprints will contribute to the warmth, 
charm, and character created exclusively with the use of Epro 
products. Epro tiles are nominally sized; means a 6'' x 6'' tile 
will be 5 5/8'' x 5 5/8'' design size, all tiles sold assuming a 3/8'' 
grout joint . Because of the handcrafted nature of our tiles, all 
dimensions given are approximate.

Ordering - Most Epro tiles are packaged 10 square feet to the 
carton including a 3/8th inch grout joint. Trim and decorative 
tiles are packaged per piece.

Installation - Installation techniques for Epro tiles are much 
the same as those used in standard practice with quarry tile. 
Specifications for every situation can be found in the Handbook 
of Ceramic Tile Installation published by the Tile Council of 
North America. For additional slip and/or wear resistance on 
Epro tiles, an optional abrasive finish is available.

Maintenance - Regular cleaning is easy, just sweep regularly 
and damp mop as necessary, using warm water and a neutral 
cleaner. To clean stubborn spots or grout joints, use a stiff, 
natural bristle brush. Maintenance guides are available for 
individual products from your local Epro Tile dealer.

LEED & Green Information
We are proud of the way we treat the environment by using 
clays sourced within 100 miles of our facility that are then 
minimally processed from their natural state through to the 
finished product. This fact may aid in LEEDS points awarded 
for regionally manufactured materials. (LEED Categories 5.1 
&/or 5.2) Ceramic tiles by their very nature are inert, non-
combustible, non-toxic and are completely free of any volatile 
organic compounds. Further, ceramic tiles allow for the use 
of low VOC adhesives & grouts that will not reduce indoor 
environmental air quality. We recycle a waste product of 
coal-fired electricity production into the body of many of our 
unglazed tiles. 

Epro tiles conform to ANSI 137.1 as Special Purpose Tile. 
Our tiles are produced, graded and packed to our stated 
specifications. When requested by the purchaser prior to 
production, a Master Grade Certificate may be issued certifying 
compliance with properties mutually agreed upon by purchaser 
and Epro Tile Inc.

Refer to page 2 for more information LEED & Green Info 

Epro Tile, 10890 East CR 6,
Bloomville, OH 44818
Tel. 866.818.3776, Fax 866.343.8453

To find your nearest Epro Tile distributor, call 866.818.3776 or visit EproTile.com

Cabin Paddles with 
Pencil Liner


